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Abstract In this paper we address the problem of mul-
tiple camera calibration in the presence of a homoge-
neous scene, and without the possibility of employing
calibration object based methods. The proposed solu-
tion exploits salient features present in a larger field of
view, but instead of employing active vision we replace
the cameras with stereo rigs featuring a long focal anal-
ysis camera, as well as a short focal registration cam-
era. Thus, we are able to propose an accurate solution
which does not require intrinsic variation models as in
the case of zooming cameras. Moreover, the availability
of the two views simultaneously in each rig allows for
pose re-estimation between rigs as often as necessary.
The algorithm has been successfully validated in an in-
door setting, as well as on a difficult scene featuring a
highly dense pilgrim crowd in Makkah.
Keywords Hybrid stereo · Camera network calibra-
tion · Homogeneous scenes ·Multi-camera surveillance ·
Crowd analysis
1 Introduction
The problem of multiple camera calibration, or cam-
era network calibration, has been a central topic for
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the pattern recognition and robotics communities since
their inception. Moreover, the use of camera networks
has become pervasive in our society; beside their use
in surveillance and security enforcement, cameras are
heavily relied upon in application domains related to
entertainment and sports, geriatrics and elderly care,
the study of natural and social phenomena, etc. Moti-
vated by all these developments, a large body of work
has been devoted to the problem of estimating accu-
rately the camera network topology, i.e. camera posi-
tions and orientations in a common reference system.
Inferring the topology in camera networks with non-
overlapping fields of view (FOV) is a topic specific to
wide-area tracking relying more on high-level image
processing and statistical inference and will not be ad-
dressed in the current work; the focus of the current
article is on estimating the geometric topology for cam-
eras with overlapping FOV. Although such a network
may be composed of a large number of cameras firmly
attached to a mobile object such as a robot, car, or
UAV, most commonly camera networks are static and
point towards a specific scene of interest. In these cases,
multiple camera calibration is performed by using a spe-
cific calibration pattern or object [32, 2, 27], which is
deployed and moved in the scene during a dedicated cal-
ibration phase. If the use of a calibration object is not
possible, scene based calibration may be performed by
exploiting visible interest points in methods based on
pose refinement [28], or if applicable by using dynamic
silhouettes, such as in [24].
The analysis of a homogeneous scene which is not
accessible, or where using calibration objects is not fea-
sible, raises a problem which is not solved by the com-
mon methods used for multiple camera calibration. We
approach this problem by replacing cameras with hy-
brid static stereo rigs, where a long focal camera is used
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for analysis and a large FOV camera is used for regis-
tration with other rigs. The large FOV cameras do use
salient features of the larger scene in order to perform
relative pose estimation, but in relying on this relatively
straightforward solution we avoid using active cameras
which require complex models for the dynamic evolu-
tion of their intrinsic parameters. Other benefits of pos-
sessing simultaneous large and small FOV images of the
scene are the fact that the registration does not assume
anything about the analysed scene, the fact that the
salient features do not have to be static as long as the
cameras are accurately synchronized, but then if they
are static they can be used to re-estimate continuously
the pose and correct phenomena such as camera shak-
ing. Although our aim and the experiments in the cur-
rent work are related to pattern analysis in highly dense
crowds, we hope that the proposed algorithm may be
useful in a variety of applications requiring accurate
analysis of homogeneous scenes inaccessible for calibra-
tion.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section
1 we illustrate the fundamental problem that we ad-
dress, and discuss related work and alternative solu-
tions. Then, Section 2 recalls the fundamental notions
which are required for scene based calibration and for
the understanding of the proposed algorithm, which is
presented in Section 3. Section 4 illustrates an appli-
cation of the proposed algorithm to the analysis of a
highly crowded scene, and Section 5 presents the con-
clusions.
1.1 FOV choice and need for hybrid stereo
Based on the simple pinhole projection model (also re-
called in Section 2.1), let us illustrate an issue related
to the representation of a homogeneous region of inter-
est in a camera sensor (for all the following tests and
examples we will employ Sony ICX274 sensors with a
8.923 mm diagonal and an effective pixel resolution of
1624 × 1234). In Figure 1, we provide a visual com-
parison between the FOV of a 4mm lens and the FOV
of lenses with progressively higher focal lengths (8, 12
and 16 mm), superposed on the initial image. The rel-
ative comparison highlights the fact that the scarcity
of salient features increases dramatically as the FOV
focuses on the central interest area. Consequently, this
has an immediate impact on the feasibility and robust-
ness of relative pose estimations between this view and
other possible views aimed from different positions at
the same area.
Nevertheless, we ought also take into account the
actual aim of retrieving information related to the area
of interest. For this purpose, we have acquired from the
Fig. 1 Differents FOV superposed approximately on the im-
age corresponding to focal f = 4mm for a visual comparison.
The FOV are highlighted as : red for f = 8 mm; green for
f = 12 mm; blue for f = 16 mm.
same position and with the same camera three shots
using lenses with 4, 8 and 12 mm focals respectively. In
the left column of Fig. 2 we present from top to bottom
three 50 × 50 pixel patches from the shots taken with
increasing focal lengths. The adjacent images from left
to right show areas from these patches (of initial size
20 × 30 and zoomed for visualization purposes with no
interpolation applied). In this case, the long focal lenses
are required for retrieving with enough detail entities
such as body parts, bags etc. which are essential for
a wide range of tasks related to action understanding,
monitoring, tracking and surveillance.
From the above illustrations, we may thus notice
that for the purpose of analysis of a specific area of in-
terest, a wide FOV is beneficial for accurate registration
in a camera network, whilst a narrow FOV is beneficial
for retrieving details from the area of interest. These
details are often homogeneous, and by lacking salient
features the narrow FOV is not able to solve robustly
or at all the relative pose problem.
A calibration pattern visible from all views set on
the area of interest can solve the relative pose problem.
However, there are multiple applications where this so-
lution is not practical. The area of interest may be far
and thus quite large, or it may be inaccessible. Dur-
ing the analysis, the camera poses might change acci-
dentally due to shocks, periodically due to vibrations,
or by design (mobile observers); all these scenarios re-
quire frequent relative pose estimation updates. In the
following paragraphs, we recall briefly some works that
are relevant for the problem of multiple view detailed
analysis and relative pose estimation, highlighting their
respective benefits and shortcomings for this scenario.
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Fig. 2 Left column, from top to bottom: 50 × 50 pixel patches from shots taken with increasing focal lengths (f = 4mm,
f = 8mm and f = 12mm) from the same position. The following images, from left to right: interest areas from the three
previous patches, of initial size 20 × 30 and zoomed for visualization purposes with no interpolation applied. Detailed features
essential for scene analysis are not retrieved below a certain focal length.
1.2 Zooming cameras
One possible solution is to deploy a network of cam-
eras which use motorized zoom lenses. Each camera will
switch from a wide FOV used for the relative pose es-
timation to a narrow FOV used for analysis. One ma-
jor consequence is that the zooming process modifies
the intrinsic and distortion parameters of the cameras.
These parameters have to be re-estimated in order to
perform either epipolar search or 3D-image plane cor-
respondences, which are systematically used in camera
networks with overlapping views.
Various solutions for zooming recalibration based on
the scene have been proposed; these solutions are often
denoted as self-calibration methods. For optical center
and distortion parameter estimation, common strate-
gies make use of straight lines in the scene [1, 29] or
interest point correspondences [17]. For the rest of the
intrinsic parameters, these methods rely on matching
salient features, usually interest points, of a rigid scene
either between frames (see for example [26] for propos-
ing pre-calibration to model the interdependence of in-
trinsic parameters, or [19]), or with respect to an exist-
ing 3D scene model [15]. Furthermore, some works in-
vestigate the self-calibration of a stereo system (intrin-
sic and extrinsic parameters), but they consider typi-
cally a subset of the intrinsic parameters. For example,
[5] propose a scene based estimation method for the
focal lengths and the relative rotation for a stereo sys-
tem; however, the system being tested in a real scenario
has fixed focal lengths, and the method is only shown
to be robust to noisy initializations of the focal length
values. Actual focal length variations would have an
impact on other assumptions (i.e. fixed principal point
or straightforward removal of distortion effects). Gener-
ally, the self-calibration scenarios make some simplify-
ing assumptions (i.e. fixing the principal point, ignoring
focus effects) that are inaccurate and thus have a detri-
mental effect on the projection function accuracy.
1.3 Pan-Tilt-Zoom (PTZ) cameras
PTZ cameras have a built-in zooming function and are
specifically designed for live monitoring. However, tasks
such as surveillance or auto tracking do not require nec-
essarily accurate self-calibration. In the area of PTZ
camera network calibration, the work introduced in [25]
builds high resolution panoramas of the scene, which
are then used for extrinsic calibration. This solution has
been shown to be effective for static environments rich
in salient features. In terms of tracking dynamic tar-
gets, [3] propose a wide FOV (master) to narrow FOV
(slave) registration process, which is again limited by
the presence of static landmarks. Another work, inves-
tigating this time the coupling between a static wide
FOV camera and an active camera, has been presented
in [14], with an application to gaze control. Also in or-
der to cope with and exploit the presence of moving
objects, some approaches actually rely on aligning tra-
jectories for relative pose estimation, especially in the
case of wide baseline stereo [23]; however, these solu-
tions cannot be applied to calibration in scenarios such
as crowded scenes when calibration itself is a prerequi-
site of successful tracking.
1.4 An argument for hybrid systems
The strategies recalled up to this point propose inter-
esting solutions for self-calibration and camera regis-
tration in the presence of a sufficient number of salient
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features, but they are not applicable for a camera view if
the lens is zoomed on a homogeneous and/or dynamic
scene. Although these scenarios are less common, ex-
amples of possible applications abound in the study of
crowds and of different types of flows encountered in
natural phenomena. The underlying idea for the solu-
tion we propose is about transferring pose information
in a scene-independent manner to the zoomed camera
from a secondary camera able to infer its pose. This
leads to a straightforward minimal solution based on a
rigid stereo rig featuring two cameras, one with a small
FOV used for analysis, and one with a large FOV used
for registration within a network of such rigs.
Surprisingly, this solution has not been applied to
the analysis of homogeneous scenes. Even considering a
broader range of applications, the use of hybrid stereo
systems featuring large and narrow FOV is limited. In
robotics, the use of a hybrid setup has been illustrated
recently by [7] who employ a fisheye and a perspective
camera on a UAV. The authors show how the richer in-
formation from both views may be used conveniently for
a sequential estimation of the unknowns in the following
order: attitude, altitude, then motion. Another applica-
tion where a hybrid system has been used is the recent
STEREO solar observation mission [6, 4]. Each of the
two STEREO spacecraft features two heliospheric im-
agers, HI1 and HI2, with FOV of 20◦ and 70◦ respec-
tively. The imagers do have a common FOV, but this
property is used only for photometric cross-calibration,
since both imagers are able to estimate their pose ac-
curately with respect to a star catalogue. The main
interest of using this setup is the ability to study the
propagation of coronal mass ejections along the whole
Sun-Earth line, with an increased resolution close to
the Sun.
With respect to the previous works, the solution
based on a hybrid stereo system has clear benefits for
the analysis of dynamic homogeneous scenes. As long as
the study within a specific region is applicable, the ad-
vantage of the fixed calibration parameters is twofold.
We do not have to adopt any simplifying assumptions
about the variations of intrinsic parameters, and the
calibration precision will be maintained at the optimal
level provided by state of the art calibration algorithms.
Secondly, the extrinsic parameters of each stereo rig can
be estimated independently of the scene. Unlike in the
scenario of a zooming camera, the availability at each
instant of an accurately registered pair of a high res-
olution image and of a panoramic image of the scene
allows for accurate pose re-estimation between rigs as
often as necessary, overcoming the effect of movement
and vibrations.
2 Background on scene based pose estimation
2.1 The projection model
In the following, we will briefly recall the pinhole cam-
era and optical distortion models that we employ. A
point in 3D space X = [X Y Z]T projects within the
image space into a pixel x = [x y]T according to:(
x
1
)
= λK
[
R | −RC
](X
1
)
(1)
with λ being an undetermined scale factor, R the ori-
entation of the camera and C the location of its optical
center in world coordinates (we also note t = −RC),
and K the intrinsic parameters:
K =
 fx s cx0 fy cy
0 0 1
 (2)
Above, fx and fy are the focal lengths, [cx cy]
T repre-
sents the principal point, and the skew parameter s is
considered 0.
In order to switch to different coordinate frames,
we rely on elements of SE(3), the group of rigid body
transformations in R3. A transformation matrix E takes
the form:
E =
[
R t
0 1
]
(3)
Element multiplication amounts to transitive chaining
coordinate frame transformations: ECA = ECBEBA
would transfer a 3D point in homogeneous coordinates
from reference system A to reference system C, based
on both A and C relative relations to reference system
B.
In order to account for radial distortion, the exten-
sion of the pinhole model assumes that if the 3D point
X is projected to [x˜ y˜ 1]T under the initial assumptions,
then X would be actually imaged to the distorted loca-
tion [xd yd]
T :(
xd
yd
)
= (1 +
3∑
i=1
κir˜
2i)
(
x˜
y˜
)
(4)
where r˜ =
(
x˜2 + y˜2
)1/2
. Thus, (fx, fy, cx, cy, κ1, κ2, κ3)
is in most scenarios the suitable parameter set for a full
intrinsic calibration.
2.2 Epipolar geometry
One tool that we will employ in the following sections is
the epipolar constraint, which is a direct implication of
the projective geometry between two views. It is worth
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noting that this constraint is independent of the scene
structure, depending exclusively on the intrinsic param-
eters and the relative pose - as long as the the salient
features of the scene are static, or as long as the cameras
are accurately synchronized.
Considering two projections x1 and x2 of the same
point X in cameras C1 and C2, the epipolar constraint
defines the relationship between the projections as:
xT2 Fx1 = 0 (5)
In the above, F is known as the fundamental matrix
[8], which depends explicitly on the calibration param-
eters in the following way:
F = K−T2 t×RK
−1
2 (6)
where t× is the skew-symmetric matrix associated to t.
The main interest of the epipolar constraint is that
it does not make any assumptions about the 3D struc-
ture of the scene. Thus, compared to other optimisa-
tion algorithms that are commonly employed to esti-
mate the relative pose, the determination of (R, t) us-
ing the epipolar geometry provides a practical minimal
parametrization and does not require an initialization.
However, the result may be used for the initialization of
more complex optimisations, such as the bundle adjust-
ment procedure, briefly recalled in the following section.
2.3 Bundle adjustment
Assuming a zero-mean Gaussian distribution of the cor-
ner detection errors, bundle adjustment [28, 13] is the
Maximum Likelihood Estimator for the joint estima-
tion problem of relative camera poses and of observed
3D point locations. The bundle adjustment procedure
will minimize the following reprojection error:
min
Pˆ i,Xˆj
∑
i,j
d
(
Pˆ i(Xˆj),x
i
j
)2
(7)
In the error function above, Xˆj is the location hypoth-
esis for a point observed by the ith camera. The pro-
jection function Pˆ i related to the pinhole model (ac-
counting for radial distortion too) depends on the ith
camera pose; we consider that the intrinsic parameters
are known and are not part of the optimization prob-
lem. The bundle adjustment will thus minimize jointly
for all the possible camera-point pairs (i, j) the dis-
tance between the reprojection Pˆ i(Xˆj) and the actual
measurement xij . Solving this optimization problem is
studied in depth in the literature, and it generally boils
down to exploiting the sparsity of its Hessian matrix
and to employing an adapted non-linear least squares
algorithm such as Levenberg-Marquardt [18].
Although bundle adjustment seems like an ideal so-
lution for multiple view pose estimation, it does have
some well-known shortcomings that we will briefly dis-
cuss in connection with our specific aim. One common
criticism is related to the computational requirements,
but this issue is more prevalent in large scale robotics
applications, especially if there are real-time constraints
to take into account. For a relatively small camera net-
work, the size of the problem is reasonable even for
frequent updates. Another important aspect is related
to the initialization, which has to be relatively accurate
in order to allow the problem to converge to the cor-
rect solution. In order to cope with this, we will rely on
an initialization based on the epipolar constraint dis-
cussed in Section 2.2, but other options are possible
too (see for example 21, or 16 if 3D information about
some scene features is available). Finally, some practi-
cal aspects are equally relevant. Given the high number
of parameters which are usually involved, constraining
the relative pose variables is more effective if the adja-
cent camera views for the large FOV cameras are close
enough in order to allow for a significant FOV overlap.
Stability is also improved if the corner correspondences
are spread onto the common field of view.
3 The proposed algorithm
3.1 Outline
Let us consider a network of N hybrid stereo rigs, the
ith rig featuring a small FOV camera Csi used for anal-
ysis, and a large FOV camera Cli employed for pose es-
timation in a global frame. The aim of the following pro-
cedure is to align accurately the cameras {Cs1 , Cs2 , . . . , CsN}.
We assume that for each rig, the cameras Csi and C
l
i
have been calibrated. In the following, we will denote
by Esli the transform that transfers a point from the
large FOV camera to the analysis camera on the ith
stereo rig. Also, Elji and E
s
ji are transforms that trans-
fer points from the ith rig to the jth between the large
FOV cameras, and respectively between the analysis
cameras.
The fact that the stereo rigs are passive allows for
a precise intrinsic and extrinsic calibration which can
be performed independently of the scene in a controlled
environment. Thus the intrinsic parameters Ksi , K
l
i as
well as the rigid transform Esli that projects a 3D point
from the pose estimation camera of the rig to the anal-
ysis camera are considered as known.
For the next step, let us consider a pair of spa-
tially adjacent rigs (i, j); in most scenarios, cameras
are spread as much as possible, and thus it is necessary
to consider adjacent pairs in order to obtain enough
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reliable interest point matches. Due to initialization
requirements, we cannot apply bundle adjustment di-
rectly in order to estimate Elji between the two large
FOV cameras on the rigs. We perform SIFT detection
and matching [20], and use the normalized 8-point algo-
rithm [10] with RANSAC [9] for robustness to outliers.
For the matching step, we employ two filtering strate-
gies based on the uniqueness assumption (the ratio τ
of the similarity scores for the top two candidates, [20]
and on married matching (both features are the top
candidate for each other [22]). Then, we decompose the
fundamental matrix [13, chap. 9] and choose the correct
solution based on the chirality constraint [11]. Let us de-
note E˜lji the rigid transformation estimated after this
step. Using E˜lji, and based on the inlier set of matches
that were validated during the RANSAC procedure, we
build a set of 3D points X˜ji by linear triangulation [12].
At this point, we can employ a bundle adjustment
procedure using E˜lji and X˜ji as initial estimates, and
we obtain a refined relative pose estimation Eˆlji for
the large FOV cameras in the pair of rigs (i, j). Ide-
ally, a bundle adjustment involving more than a pair
of rigs should be performed afterwards whenever pos-
sible; however, in a typical setting, cameras are spaced
as much as possible around a scene, the limit being im-
posed by common FOV considerations and the perfor-
mance of the interest point matching procedure. Thus,
we may assume that in most situations non-adjacent
rigs will have difficulties for the matching procedure,
and will have matches corresponding to disjoint sets
of 3D points, which effectively yields the bundle ad-
justment problems independent. A particular setting is
that of a scene surrounded in a full circle by rigs, and
in this case a full bundle adjustment may be beneficial.
Having the bundle adjustment estimations, it is triv-
ial to express the Cli poses in a common reference sys-
tem; in the following, we set this reference system as
depicted by the position and orientation of Cl1. Let Eˆ
l
i
be the rigid transform that links Cl1 to C
l
i . For any two
rigs (i, j), we can now use the extrinsic calibrations Esli ,
Eslj and the global allignment of the large FOV cameras
in order to infer the global allignment of the analysis
cameras in the same reference system, as well as their
relative pose:
Esi = E
sl
i Eˆ
l
i;E
s
j = E
sl
j Eˆ
l
j ; (8)
Esji = E
sl
j Eˆ
l
j
(
Esli Eˆ
l
i
)−1
(9)
3.2 Enforcing a common scale
Bundle adjustment can estimate accurately the rela-
tive pose up to an unknown scale factor. This limita-
tion applies to the Eˆlji estimates only; the values E
sl
i
that specify the baseline for cameras on the same rig
are not concerned as long as a known size calibration
pattern is used for stereo extrinsic calibration. Since
the different bundle adjustment procedures depicted in
the following paragraphs are typically independent, we
have to enforce a common scale factor among all opti-
mizations using additional information. Depending on
the application, it is easier to adopt one of the following
strategies:
– for a small sized scene, add a known size object in
the common FOV of Cli and C
l
j ; we thus use X˜ji in
order to impose a metric scale to the reconstruction
– for a large scene, either use a similar approach as
for the previous setting, or if it is not applicable
measure the distance between Cli and C
l
j (using for
example a laser rangefinder), thus using t˜ji in order
to impose a metric scale to the reconstruction.
The main steps of the algorithm are synthetically
recalled below.
Algorithm: relative pose estimation for homogeneous
scene analysis
Objective: given a network of N hybrid stereo
rigs (Csi ;C
l
i), estimate for any pair (i, j) the rigid
transform Esji that projects a 3D point from the
analysis camera of the ith rig to the analysis camera of
the jth rig.
Steps:
(i) For all rigs, estimation of Ksi , K
l
i
(ii) For all rigs, estimation of Esli
(iii) For each pair of adjacent rigs (i, j):
(a) estimate Flji
(b) estimate R˜lji, t˜
l
ji, E˜
l
ji
(c) use E˜lji to triangulate matches and obtain X˜ji
(d) enforce a metric scale, either through t˜lji or
through X˜ji
(e) Apply bundle adjustment using E˜lji, X˜ji for
initialization, and compute Eˆlji, Xˆji
(iv) register all Eˆli in the reference frame of C
l
1
(v) if applicable, reapply bundle adjustment for more
than two adjacent rigs at a time, using previously
computed values for initialization
Result: for given (i, j), compute
Esji = E
sl
j Eˆ
l
j
(
Esli Eˆ
l
i
)−1
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4 Experimental results
4.1 A small scale scenario
We have created a simple example in an indoor envi-
ronment, using LEGO figurines placed closely in the
middle of a homogeneous surface. We have used two
hybrid stereo rigs and taken a snapshot of the figurines
and surrounding environment. The resulting images are
presented in Figure 3: the upper and lower rows show
the views from the large FOV (Cl1,C
l
2) and small FOV
(Cs1 ,C
s
2) cameras respectively. We have also highlighted
the results of the matching procedures; the first match-
ing set (τ = 0.4 for uniqueness) is required for Step (iii)
of the algorithm, while the second (a more permissive
value τ = 0.75 has been set in order to have enough
matches) is not used in the algorithm - as the scene is
supposed to be poor in salient features - but it is used as
ground truth for validating the result of the algorithm.
We apply the steps highlighted in the previous Section
in order to compute Es21: estimation of E
l
21 using SIFT
matching followed by decomposition of Fl21 and bundle
adjustment, then exploitation of Esl1 and E
sl
2 provided
by stereo calibration, and also the setup of the right
scale by using an object of known size (the long brick
of length 79.8 mm).
In order to estimate numerically the quality of the
rigid transform Es21 obtained, we have exploited the
matches that we were able to determine directly be-
tween the small FOV cameras in this example. In ho-
mogeneous scenes, interest points may be completely
absent, or the scarcity of matches may have a detri-
mental effect on the stability of the estimation of F.
Therefore, in our example we set up a base bundle ad-
justment problem between Cs1 and C
s
2 where we initial-
ize the system by the decomposition of Fs21. Alterna-
tively, we use the rigid transform Es21 as initialization
for the triangulation of matches and for the BA pro-
cedure. The resulting solutions and mean reprojection
errors for these two scenarios are presented in Table 1.
As we notice, the two optimization problems con-
verge towards the same solution, but Es21 brings the
optimization much closer to the objective in terms of
mean reprojection error. This result is interesting for a
number of reasons. Firstly, even though we do not have
a case of optimization stuck in a local minimum due to
the worse initialization, this is a good example of coarse
to fine resolution of the relative pose estimation. This
approach is helpful for robotics applications in case of
unstable optimizations (few matches in the small FOV
cameras), and also interesting for the computation gain
due to a faster convergence of BA (25 iterations with
initial subpixel mean reprojection error compared to 37
iterations). Secondly, and most importantly, this exam-
ple shows that in cases where we can not compute Es21
directly due to the complete absence of salient features,
we are able using this algorithm to infer the unknown
rigid transform from the adjacent large FOV cameras
with a high level of accuracy.
4.2 Pose estimation for highly dense crowds
We have deployed two hybrid stereo rigs at the grand
mosque in Makkah during very congested times of the
Hajj period, in October 2012 (Figure 4). The access con-
straints to the site impose a large perspective change
between the two points of observation. As a result, nei-
ther SIFT nor ASIFT [31] algorithms were capable to
provide any correct matches which are required as in-
puts for the algorithm we propose. Consequently, we
had to rely on manual matching of salient structures in
order to bootstrap the algorithm.
Fig. 4 Birds eye view of the ’Mataf’ area in the grand
mosque at Makkah, and accessible locations for camera de-
ployment; we have used the two upper locations (image ob-
tained from Google Maps).
In Figure 5 we present the data our algorithm pro-
cessed and registered; images in a) and b) correspond
to Cl1 and C
s
1 , and c) and d) correspond to C
l
2 and C
s
2
respectively. The large FOV cameras contain enough
common salient features, although the perspective vari-
ation does not allow for automated matching, and hu-
man intervention is necessary. Figure 5e) presents such
a user specified correspondence; in total we have used 34
user specified correspondences, of which 26 have been
considered inliers for the fundamental matrix evalua-
tion. For visualization purposes, Figures 5f) and 5g)
present the central structure with the manually matched
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a)
b)
Fig. 3 A set of images used for pose estimation in a simple indoor environment; the images in a) correspond to Cl1 and C
l
2,
and the images in b) show the images captured by Cs1 and C
s
2 . Both pairs of images have been matched using SIFT; the first
set of matches are necessary for the algorithm, whilst the second set is used as ground truth in order to verify the result of the
algorithm.
Table 1 Relative poses between Cs1 and C
s
2 . The Euler angles are expressed in degrees, and the mean reprojection errors in
pixels. Tilde values represent estimations prior to the bundle adjustment procedure, and hat values denote estimations refined
by the bundle adjustment. The difference between the two rows consists in the initialization of the bundle adjustment; in the
first case we use the SIFT matches depicted in Figure 3b), whilst in the second case we use the result of our algorithm.
(ψ˜; θ˜; φ˜) C˜ ˜ (ψˆ; θˆ; φˆ) Cˆ ˆ Iter. Observations 24.1321.04
10.67
 −0.89−0.30
0.33
 37.16
 23.9521.13
3.74
 −0.79−0.25
0.55
 0.199 37 Base solution 23.8516.42
3.53
 −0.77−0.23
0.59
 0.489
 23.9521.13
3.74
 −0.79−0.25
0.55
 0.199 25 Init. by Es21
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features, and the 3D structure of the scene with the
camera axis aligned and an approximate representation
of the ground plane.
The numerical results of the algorithm for this set-
ting are presented in Table 2; the relative rotations
are expressed in degrees using Euler angles, the rela-
tive center position is expressed as a unit R3 vector,
and mean reprojection errors are expressed in pixels.
Also, as specified in the algorithm outline (Section 3),
tilde values represent estimations prior to the bundle
adjustment procedure, and hat values denote estima-
tions refined by the bundle adjustment. The first row
corresponds to Step (iii) of the algorithm, the pose es-
timation between Cl1 and C
l
2. The output values are
consistent with the actual location of the cameras; the
large angle displacements emphasize the difficulty of
the task, and explain as well the limitation of the au-
tomated matching procedure in this case.
We have also refined the relative positions of the
cameras within the individual rigs. These values are
provided by the stereo calibration procedure, and we
validated them by performing SIFT matching between
the large and small FOV cameras, and by using the
stereo calibration pose as an initializer for the bundle
adjustment (rows 2 and 3 in Table 2). The threshold
for uniqueness filtering has been set as τ = 0.3. How-
ever, the stereo calibration performed on site could not
be done in optimal conditions. As an alternative so-
lution, we used as pose initializations values that we
obtained in the same way as for the first row of Ta-
ble 2, by estimating and decomposing the fundamental
matrix. The solutions obtained are presented on rows 4
and 5 in Table 2. These solutions were more accurate,
and finally they have the advantage of requiring only
the intrinsic camera parameters. It is worth noting that
the stereo baseline is approximately 6 cm, while the dis-
tance to the scene is three orders of magnitude higher,
and in these circumstances the relative angles and not
the camera center relative positions will be the most
relevant for scene based estimation.
Having thus obtained all the necessary relative poses
(rows 1, 4 and 5 in Table 2), we are able to estimate the
relative pose between the long focal cameras. Ground
truth estimations are not possible, but in order to es-
timate the accuracy of the result we have located in
the crowd a number of salient elements (either distinc-
tive heads, or distinctive configurations of people) and
we illustrate the result by drawing for each feature the
epipolar line, and judging by its proximity to the corre-
sponding feature in the other image. In Figure 6, the up-
per row corresponds to elements identified in Cs1 (Fig-
ure 5b) and the lower row presents the same elements
identified in Cs2 (Figure 5d). The following remarks are
necessary at this point. Firstly, the perspective change
makes the correspondence search very tedious even for
a human. Secondly, the drawing of the epipolar line has
actually assisted us in pinpointing most of these corre-
spondences, and we are confident that the method will
be helpful in automating these tasks.
4.3 Discussion of the dense crowd results
Overall, the distance in the image space between the
corresponding element and the corresponding epipolar
line is in the range of a few pixels. The major factors
responsible for these misalignments are the inaccuracies
in estimating the intrinsic parameters, as well as the
errors related to the relative pose estimations - but for
the dimensions of the scene involved in the experiment,
we argue that the results are very promising.
Moreover, some areas of the scene exhibit near per-
fect alignments. The first four matches presented in Fig-
ure 6:
– the white cap man in a) positioned under the epiline,
in the left part of the patch;
– same for b), the person looking slightly towards the
left;
– the woman in c) wearing a white veil, and positioned
in front of two other women similarly dressed;
– the woman in d) wearing a white veil, and positioned
with the back towards the second camera;
are very accurate, in spite of the fact that in one of the
images the first three persons are located near the bor-
der, a fact which potentially increases radial distortion
related errors.
We could also identify the following correspondences
which exhibit small but visible misalignments:
– the shiny circumference of the Station of Ibrahim,
depicted in e)
– another two men wearing white caps, presented in
f) and g)
– a distinctively bearded man presented in h)
The fact that the epipolar line does not pass pre-
cisely through the corresponding element is not detri-
mental for the purpose of association and tracking in
the crowd. Assuming that the person is not occluded,
using this extra information we would not only be able
to trim down the research space to a band along the
epipolar line, but also if we were able to position the
ground plane within the same coordinate system we
would further reduce the research space to a fraction
of the band. Of course, in order to do dense matching
reliably we still need a neighborhood based similarity
measure that has to be resilient to major perspective
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a) b)
c) d)
e) f) g)
Fig. 5 A set of images used for pose estimation; the images in a) and b) correspond to Cl1 and C
s
1 , and c) and d) correspond
to Cl2 and C
s
2 respectively. An example of user specified correspondences is illustrated in e). In f) we present the interest
points used in the central region of one of the images, and in g) the inferred camera orientation (RGB axis for XYZ), with the
approximate ground plane highlighted in green, for easier visualization.
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Table 2 Relative poses between analysis cameras placed on different rigs (first row), and between cameras placed on the same
rig (rows 2-5). The Euler angles are expressed in degrees, and the mean reprojection errors in pixels. Tilde values represent
estimations prior to the bundle adjustment procedure, and hat values denote estimations refined by the bundle adjustment.
The difference between the rows 2-3 and 4-5 consists in the initialization of the bundle adjustment; in the first case we use the
stereo calibration, whilst in the second case we use directly the images, in the same way as for the first row initialization.
Cam. pair (ψ˜; θ˜; φ˜) C˜ ˜ (ψˆ; θˆ; φˆ) Cˆ ˆ Observations
Cl1 ⇒ Cl2
 53.2771.52
32.94
 −0.78−0.19
0.59
 4.00
 59.6869.11
42.75
 −0.81−0.18
0.55
 0.25 Manual Init.
Cl1 ⇒ Cs1
−0.37−0.58
0.51
  0.790.00
−0.62
 1.017
−0.33−0.34
0.48
  0.11−0.01
−0.99
 0.076 Stereo Calib. Init.
Cl2 ⇒ Cs2
−0.190.72
0.23
  0.940.05
−0.34
 1.661
−0.090.71
0.12
  0.570.23
0.78
 0.252 Stereo Calib. Init.
Cl1 ⇒ Cs1
−0.36−0.23
0.43
  0.01−0.06
0.99
 0.096
−0.33−0.28
0.47
  0.06−0.02
−0.99
 0.084 SIFT Matching
Cl2 ⇒ Cs2
−0.160.74
0.10
 −0.02−0.01
−0.99
 0.097
−0.130.75
0.10
 −0.010.00
−0.99
 0.087 SIFT Matching
change and occlusions; this is a promising direction of
research that we intend to follow in order to benefit
from the relative pose algorithm we propose, and ulti-
mately in order to perform dense associations.
Finally, the present results of the proposed algo-
rithm on this type of data are also encouraging as they
illustrate the potential of multi-camera systems in ex-
tremely crowded environments. In the current research
context, this application field has been associated mostly
with single camera systems [30], but paradoxically it
would greatly benefit from multi-view systems given the
frequent occlusions and scene clutter that characterize
it.
5 Conclusion
In this paper we propose a new method for aligning
multiple cameras analysing a homogeneous scene. Our
method addresses the settings where for practical rea-
sons calibration pattern/object based registrations are
not possible. By employing stereo rigs featuring a long
focal analysis camera and a short focal registration cam-
era, the proposed solution alleviates the requirement to
get access to the studied scene. The fact that we are
using a large FOV simultaneously allows us to avoid
making any assumptions about the homogeneous region
we analyse, such as the presence of shades, silhouettes
etc. A first experiment has been conducted in an indoor
environment and has shown, by using interest point cor-
respondences in the analysis area as ground truth, that
this method can guide the relative pose estimation for
scenes poor in salient features in a coarse-to-fine man-
ner supported by hardware. The second test has shown
that in the absence of any salient features, the method
is capable of providing a full calibration of the analysis
cameras in a difficult, large scale scenario.
In the future, we would like to investigate the ap-
plicability of the proposed hybrid stereo solution in
two frequently recurring settings. We intend to employ
this method as a preprocessing step for a wide range
of homogeneous pattern analysis applications, such as
those related to the extraction of accurate models for
highly dense crowd dynamics. Secondly, we would like
to evaluate further the potential of this solution in spe-
cific applications such as autonomous robot navigation
or image alignment and stitching, which employ pyra-
mid based coarse-to-fine optimizations; our setup aug-
ments these systems by supplementing the image pyra-
mid with a level provided by an independent data source.
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a) b) c) d)
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Fig. 6 A number of pixel-epipolar line correspondences between the two analysis cameras presented in Figure 5b) and 5d).
Ideally, the correspondent of a point highlighted by the red cross in the upper row should be situated along the blue epipolar
line visible in the lower row image. These results are discussed in Section 4.3.
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